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SUMMARY 

CHILEõS CULTURAL CHALLENGE
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WHY DOES CULTURE MATTER IN CHILE?

òWe have placed culture at the 

heart of our concerns, and this is not 

a rhetorical phrase, this originates in 

a deep conviction that a central task 

in building a different, more respect-

ful country, with greater freedom,

greater regard for diversity, offering 

more and broader spaces for all citi-

zen expressions, has to be a country 

that places culture at the heart of its 

concernsó. 

Ricardo Lagos
President of the Republic, May 2000
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òHuman development necessarily 

involves a concern with culture -the 

ways people choose to live together- 

for it is the sense of social cohesion 

based on culture and shared values 

and beliefs that shapes individual 

human development. If people live

together well, if they cooperate in a 

mutually enriching way, this enlarges 

their individual choices. So, human 

development is concerned not just 

with people as individuals but also 

with how they interact and cooperate 

in communities.ó 

UNDP 1996, 55

òThe countryõs human development, 

in its broadest sense, is linked to the de-

velopment of a cultural policy

 that is inclusive, broad, generous, free 

and open to criticism.ó

Ricardo Lagos
President of the Republic, May 2000
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THESES ON CULTURAL CHANGES AND CHALLENGES IN CHILE

CULTURAL CHANGES ALTER EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE
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DOES AN IMAGINARY OF THE òWEó STILL EXIST?
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òAnd while I was walking back I said, with so much wealth on my right hand, huge mineral 

deposits, and on the other side a great boundless sea, and itõs not enoughé I say, why do 

Chileans, why do I as a Chilean, have to go hungry?ó

(Male, urban, low SEG)

HOW CAN I BECOME MYSELF?

òI am proud to have survived. It was 

a brave choice I made, because this 

was a really dangerous, unconven-

tional path. And my parents were 

even braver to accept it. I was able

to create my own destiny, to take my 

life in my hands and direct it, which is 

not easy. Most people do not feel that 

inner freedom and I felt it always and I 

did it, I made myself.ó

Gloria M¿nchmeyer, actress, 2002.
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òIõve given in, but in the hope that perhapsé; maybe because of thaté The thing is 

thatéitõs all connected, because I canõt get married and have children if Iõve got noth-

ing, I mean, you know? I canõt do it, so itõs sort of difþculté, I mean itõs all like a circle that 

never ends.ó

Thereõs no way out?

òNo, I think there is a way out, itõs something in the mind.ó

Whatõs your way out?

òI think the way out, really, is not to give a damn about everybody elseéó

(Male, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

DO OUR WAYS OF LIFE HAVE ANYTHING IN COMMON?
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WHICH ARE OUR IMAGES OF SOCIETY?
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CHILE HAS A CULTURAL DEFICIT
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE

PA
RT
 1
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CHAPTER 1 

SCENES FROM DAILY LIFE

CULTURAL CHANGES

AN IMAGINARY OF CHILE
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HARD BEING ME
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THE CULTURE OF WORK
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A WORLD OF IMAGES

THE JOYS OF CONSUMPTION
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GLOBALIZATION: THE IDENTITY IN TROUBLE
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THE IMAGINARY OF THE DEMOCRATIC 
STATE
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CULTURE IN SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE

Even when 

their irritation is not articulated, it is striking 

how excluded many Chileans feel from the 

countryõs development. In both cases, un-

ease and anger, Chile is something remote 

from them.
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There is a national identity, cer-

tainly, but one that seems to be drained 

of any experience of society. 

The formation of the self can be excruci-

ating. Self-deþnition and self-realization 

have never been easy.
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As never before, 

the multiplicity of interests and beliefs, of 

opinions and preferences, is becoming 

clear. Social diversity has become both a 

demonstrable fact and an aspiration.

òIf thinking about cultural identity did not pro-

vide us with a yardstick for doing things well here

 and now, it would always be a secondary matter, 

of minor interest.ó

Pedro Morand®, 1990.
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CHAPTER 2 

THE CHALLENGE OF CULTURE

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURE
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CULTURE AS A PROBLEM

That is culture: the 

particular way in which a society experi-

ences its social existence, and the way it 

conceives of and represents it.

Subjects are those who look 

within themselves for the origin and mean-

ing of their actions upon the world, and 

who have the collective conditions they 

need to conceive and execute these.
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A 
collective imaginary is the set of ideal or 
symbolic representations whereby the ba-
sis, direction and meaning of the relation-

ships among the members of a group or 

society are deþned.

SUBJECTIVITY AND MODERNIZATION: THE PERSPECTIVE OF 
THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORTS IN CHILE
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 The òWeó question suggests that 

human development in Chile involves a 

cultural challenge. 
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PLAN OF THE 2002 REPORT

It is not the erosion of the 

old collective imaginaries of the òWeó that 

constitutes the problem of culture in Chile, 

but the weakness of the new ones.

Not 

only cultural policies as such, but all poli-

cies should be assessed for any positive or 

negative implications they may have for 

the formation of the òWeó that has to be the 

subject of any nation-building effort.
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EXCURSUS: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURE IN UNDP 
WORLD REPORTS

MAIN THEMES
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òHuman development necessarily 

involves a concern with culture -the ways 

people choose to live together- for it is the 

sense of social cohesion based on culture 

and shared values and beliefs that shapes 

individual human development. 
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Culture is essential for 

the creation of social capital. Strengthen-

ing a communityõs cultural traditions and 

identities can also be an important part of 

building its capacity for collective action 
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CHILEõ SELF IMAGE A DOUBTFUL HERITAGE

PA
RT
 2
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Chile 

is a historical process, a social construct, 

a cultural production.
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for most 

people in Chile, collective referents -the 

meanings and symbols that comprised 

what was òChileanó- have ceased to be 

plausible.
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CHAPTER 1 

THE CHALLENGE OF BEING ON THE SOUTHERN EDGE

ORDER OUT OF DISORDER
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ERCILLA: THE LITERARY BIRTH OF CHILE

In the pages of La Ar-

aucana we þnd the þrst outlines of an iden-

tity that sprang from the clamour of battle, 

the spilling and mingling of blood.

NOT A PLEASANT STORY
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NERUDIAN UTOPIAS

DISTURBED TIMES, ROUGH SEAS

IDENTITY AS CONSTANT CHANGE 

The indigenous inhabit-

ant and the conquistador understood their 
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own and the otherõs identity in the light of 

their own parameters, so that contrasting 

interpretations can be traced to the dawn 

of the countryõs history. 

THE PERSISTENCE OF CERTAIN HISTORICAL 

LEGACIES

MANICHAEISM

Chile, then, was gripped by fear of 

the Other.

THE HAVES AND THE HAVE-NOTS
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A whole ideology, become second 

nature, was to entrench an iron discipline, 

a daily renewed fear of authority and of 

punishment for the slightest transgression.

URBAN UPSTARTS

Mart²n Rivas seems to 
unravel a stereotype of Chilean society, 

illustrating the transformation of the epic 

and idealistic hero into a conformist, so-

cial-climbing hero who joins the dominant 

culture.

THE SADNESS OF THE CHILEAN
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A SYNTHESIS OF THE PLANET

Carlos Pezoa V®liz speaks of òa kind of 

inherited sadness that seemed to weep 

for all the sorrows of mankindó.

CHRONICLE OF COLLECTIVE FEARS

In the chronicle of collective fears whose 

inÿuence was not conþned to the mentality 

of the lower classes, we also þnd what was 

known as òbanditryó 
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THE MELANCHOLY OF DISILLUSION?

Political disappointment is also a com-

ponent of the Chilean sadness narrated 

in literature. 

THE COUNTERPOINT OF JOY

The literary counterpoint of all this sorrow 

was to be provided mainly by the Neruda 

of the second period, when he discovered 

joy.
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LET THE NATION BE ALL IT CAN BE

Identity, the self-portrait narrated in the 

common home, should not just represent 

the characteristic features of society, but 

should also offer a dream of the country 

we want to be. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE POLITICAL CONSTRUCTION OF COLLECTIVE   
IMAGINARIES

The 

meaning of the past depends, then, on how 

Chileans today appropriate and interpret 

their history.
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THE OBSESSION WITH ORDER AND THE FEAR OF CHAOS

The speciþcity of the Chilean 

imaginary seems to lie in the consecra-

tion of order as a unity unbroken from the 

beginning, yet constantly threatened by 

disorder. 
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THE STATE SOUL

No Latin American country seems to 

have been marked as much as Chile 

by what Manuel Antonio Garret·n calls 

its òState-centric matrixó.
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the òState souló of Chile 

can be taken as a metaphor for the experi-

ence of social integration.

UNRESOLVED DILEMMAS
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Out of fear of themselves, of 

the disorder their subjectivity might give 

rise to, individuals discipline themselves 

and live against the grain of their own 

desires.

Nonetheless, if the fear of conÿict is pro-

jected into the future, it could rob democ-

racy of its vitality because it necessitates a 

narrow (uncontroversial) deþnition of what 

is òpossibleó.

The market, as a 

collective imaginary, makes it easier to 

perceive the challenges of individualiza-

tion, but without providing individuals with 

an image of society. 
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CHAPTER 3 

WE, THE CHILEANS: THE EMPTYING OF A COLLECTIVE 
IDENTITY
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THE IDEA OF A CHILEAN IDENTITY HAS BECOME
IMPLAUSIBLE

 When people speak 

about Chile they are disconcerted, as 

though they were looking at themselves 

in a mirror and not recognizing what they 

saw.
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WHAT IS OUR VANTAGE POINT?

The Chilean identity no longer seems to be 

an obvious one, because people do not 

speak as possessors of that identity but 

from the outside, seeing it as something 

for other people and other times.

òIdentity is a vital subject, right? I donõt 

think thereõs any identity. In a lot of ways 

I like being Chilean. Iõve been able to 

spend time abroad as well. Iõm comfort-

able with being Chilean. I would probably 

be comfortable as well if I were English or 

Japanese, but itõs the way things work out, 

you were born thereéó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, high SEG)

òThatõs what weõre like in Chile. The poor 

stay with the pooré; there are three differ-

ent Chiles.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

òI donõt know what the positive character-

istics are, because nothingõs going right 

around here. Iõve half a mind to get out to 

another country.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, medium-low SEG)
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òWhat else, letõs seeé, we Chileans are 

great jokers.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, intermediate 

SEG)

INHERITED COMMON SENSE

What is be-

ing held up to question, then, is twofold: 

whether this order is good, and whether 

the elites are capable of producing it.

The national-military narrative

òWe are a society with few bonds of community. 

If you do badly in the market, you are stripped 

virtually bare. Failures are experienced as faults,

and not as failings in the system. For this reason, 

failures take to the psychologistõs and not to the 

street.ó

Eugenio Tironi, 2001.
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òReally very oddéweõve got Bernardo 

OõHiggins, and it turns out that San Mart²n 

was the founder. Bernardo OõHiggins was 

too late. He was never there. I think that his 

being born outside wedlock, shall we say, 

is a very Chilean characteristicéó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, high SEG)

òHistory says we are brave, þghterséthat 

weõve been winnersébut I donõt know, 

sometimes you wonder about whatõs 

been written. Youõre reading and facts 

are disputed and they say one thing then 

anotheréthatõs when the doubts starté 

Because thereõs supposed to be this hero, 

Bernardo OõHigginsébut I donõt knowé 

Iõve read several other things that say he 

wasnõt a hero.ó

(Mixed age group, urban, medium-low SEG)

òI havenõt got any history of Chile that I 

þndéthat makes me say ôI take my hat off 

to Arturo Prat or Bernardo OõHigginsõébe-

cause theyõre unrealétheyõre made-up 

stories they þll you up with when youõre 

small and take you in withéand thatõs the 

truth.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

òThe problem is that, because we havenõt 

got any history, we havenõtéwe arenõté

weõve got nothing to identify with as our 

own.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, high SEG)

The civic-national narrative

òI feel that Chile in that part of history was 

full of people who were wow! [gesture 

of admiration]éwith get up and go, with 

drive. Tough people. The Republic came 

along and gradually they started to be-

come stupidé, silly, like sons ofé, those 

father þgures that the presidents are.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, intermediate 

SEG)

òThere are good things in Chilean history 

òWeõve never made it, and this might lead us 

to suspect that òitó is a myth, an invention, as well

as being a desire, a collective hope that is almost 

always thwarted.ó

Jorge Edwards, 1999.
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tooétake the period of radical govern-

ments, for instance.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, intermediate 
SEG)

òWhen I was a girl, before Pinochet, there 

really was a feeling of identity. Young 

people had much more idealism, too, and 

identiþed much more with the country 

and the Chilean ÿag. Chile was Chile, and 

there was a lot of pride.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, high SEG)

The narrative of popular exclusion

òMy dad told me that Carlos Ib§¶ez was 

one of the biggest swine you can imagine.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

òAnd while I was walking back I said, with 

so much wealth on my right hand, huge 

mineral deposits, and on the other side a 

great boundless sea, and itõs not enoughé 

I say, why do Chileans, why do I as a Chil-

ean, have to go hungry?ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

The narrative of the entrepreneurial 

jaguar

òThe way the banking sector developed, 

you know? I took Internet classes in Neu-

qu®né We Chileans are amazingly well 

regarded abroad. Really, the level of edu-

cation in Chile is extremely high.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, high SEG)
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òYears ago we were supposed to be tigers 

in this country, lions, whatever. A cat would 

look impressive beside us.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

òI donõt think anybody took them seriously. 

Iõd love to believe it, I must say.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, intermediate SEG)

 

What is in doubt, then, is the idea that the 

countryõs inhabitants have a peculiar abil-

ity, amounting to a national characteristic, 

to create a harmonious society.

CHILE: AN IMAGINARY CHALLENGED BY EXPERIENCE

THREE EXPERIENCES OF CHILE

Group 1: Proud chilean
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Group 2: Insecure chilean

Group 3: Discontented / Angry chilean
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This suggests 

that no Chilean identity exists in isolation 

from the everyday experiences, triumphs 

and setbacks of the countryõs inhabitants.

GAINERS AND LOSERS

òWhat does it mean, in cultural terms, to be 

Chilean at the beginning of the twenty-þrst cen-

tury? What is there in common among characters 

like the ofþce worker who thrills to the language 

of Rumpi; the lady who queues up to buy an 

Omarcito bracelet; the student at the Universidad 

de la Frontera who identiþes with the Mapuche 

people; the hip-hopper in the poor new suburb; 

the dedicated football fan; the young dot.com 

businessman who reads Capital magazine or the

seasonal farm worker who rushes to þnish her farm 

work so as not to miss her favourite soap opera? 

In terms of identity, almost nothing; nothing either 

in terms of the commonplaces of Chileanness, like 

being difþdent or unassertive. The only thing they 

have in common is a new cultural environment; 

in each of them, even taking just the features so 

brieÿy noted, there are traces of the great cultural 

changes of recent decades.ó

Bernardo Subercaseaux, 2001.
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What the changes mean

Because there is no sense of 

the future, changes in todayõs experience 

tend to be felt as an erosion of identity and 

security.

Social integration

The 
loss of conþdence in a Chilean identity is 
strongly associated with the feeling that 

social relationships and the institutions 

that sustain them, such as politics, social 

organizations and the family, are weak. 

òThe identity question is more important now 

because of its implications for the future than 

because of the supposed erosion of particularity 

in a globalized world. When identity is seen not 

as an immutable ethos formed in a remote past

but as a project open to the future, then it can be 

understood that the challenge for the members of 

any nation now is to deþne what they want to be. 

That is the great issue of today.ó

Jorge Larra²n, 2001.
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The identity and belonging that 

seem to be vanishing are those of a long-

promised, long-awaited Chile: the Chile of 

social integration and equality.
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CHAPTER 4 

CHILE: THE ENCUMBRANCES OF SOCIABILITY

 A kind of causality 

seems to arise: it is impossible to say that a 

common national identity exists, because 

Chilean attitudes and relationships seem to 

prove the contrary.

THE CHILEANS: A SHIFTING ARRAY OF FAULTS AND    
VIRTUES
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AN IMPLAUSIBLE IDENTITY AND AN ENCUMBERED 
SOCIABILITY
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One against the other

òChileans are prickly at the best of times 

when it comes to living life each day 

mostlyé A friend starts going against you 

behind your backéó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

òAnd whenever thereõs a mishap, if a lady 

trips over, everybody laughs [guffaws in 

the group]. They like a laugh all right, when 

itõs somebody elseõs misfortune.ó

(Mixed age group, urban, low to intermediate 
SEG)

One without the other

òWe have to wait for somebody to die 

before we tell theméwhat a great fellow 

he was. Pablo Neruda got his recognition 

abroadé Now El²as Figueroaé; weõre an 

ungrateful lot.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, low SEG)

Other faces

òSocially, I think we Chileans are hypo-

crites. The whole thing of couples, of what 

people will say, putting on masks.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, high SEG)

Less than others

òWeõre always belittling theméweõve 

always got less about us than everybody 
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else. We always, you knowéweõre also-

rans and thatõs the trouble with usé The 

same as with football, weõll always be 

also-rans.ó

(Mixed age group, urban, medium-low SEG)

òTheyõve got more cheek than us. Thatõs 

why they beat us. Theyõve got more 

personality. We cringe before themé I 

canõt stand Argentines. Why canõt I stand 

them? Because they say things I wonõt say, 

and weõre the òchilenitosó [diminutive of 

òChileanó used dismissively]é I mean, we 

see ourselves as the òchilenitosóé, and we 

look down on the Bolivians, who are even 

weenier than us.ó

(Male, mixed age group, urban, intermediate SEG)

Insigniþcance

òI think we do all have something in com-

mon, and you can see it right here: weõre 

grey. Yes, dark colours all the time, itõs like 

the Chilean uniform, we dress drably, ev-

erybody in grey, dark colours, blackéthatõs 

why weõre gloomy instead of cheerful.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, intermediate 
SEG)

AFFIRMING THE EXCEPTION

Solidarity
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òLike those huge great rains we had for 

instance; we all rallied round then. Yes, but 

thatõs what I mean, something big has to 

happen before peopleéotherwise weõre 

noté, otherwise we canõt be bothered with 

people who are in a bad spot. Something 

extreme has to happen before weõll get 

involved.ó

(Mixed age group, urban, medium-low SEG)

Hospitality

òWeõre very friendly, especially with 

people who come here from abroad. And 

if they ask something we give them a good 

answer. Thatõs something weõve got: very 

friendly, affectionate.ó

(Mixed age group, urban, medium-low SEG)

Hard work

òTheyõre þghters, they work their way out of 

thingsé; not all, but most.ó

(Mixed age group, urban, medium-low SEG)

òChileans are terribly lazy.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, intermediate 
SEG)

Party

òGet down to the fondas [temporary 

outdoor restaurants where national day 

is celebrated]. Theyõll be packed! This 

long weekend, the roads will be jammed! 

Thereõs no money around, but Chileans, 

this is what Iõm getting at, like a good time, 

they like to enjoy themselves, theyõll spend 

their last peso, a whole monthõs worth in a 

dayéand then theyõll go around moaning. 

Wonõt they? Thatõs the fact, afterwards they 

go around complaining.ó

(Female, mixed age group, urban, intermediate 
SEG)
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CHILEANS AND OTHERS: IDENTITY IN THE 

MIRROR

The formation of national identities is 

matched by the construction of narratives 

and stereotypes for foreigners.

CONCLUSION

for 

most, the Chilean identity is not credible 

and does not produce a sense of belong-

ing.
Disbelief in Chilean identity is the pre-

serve of those who consider themselves 

excluded or prejudiced by the form of 

their social relationships. By contrast, those 

who think that the form of their social re-

lationships does enable them to integrate 

socially are also believers in the Chilean 

identity, and proud of it.
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There 

is no hope for a new future that can tran-

scend the implausibility of Chilean identity 

today.
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CHANGES IN CULTURAL PRODUCTION: 
new languages, new landscape
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CHAPTER 1 

THE NEW CONDITIONS OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION
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GLOBALIZATION

REDEFINING THE NATIONAL STATE
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A òMARKET SOCIETYó

THE MEDIA FILTER
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INDIVIDUALIZATION

DIFFERENTIATION
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ABSTRACTION

In the 1970s, the Catholic Church was already 

highlighting changes in contemporary culture. The 

Gaudium et spes Pastoral Constitution of the Sec-

ond Vatican Council provides an interpretation of 

these changes:

òThe circumstances of the life of modern man 

have been so profoundly changed in their social 

and cultural aspects, that we can speak of a new 

age of human history. New ways are open, there-

fore, for the perfection and the further extension 

of culture. These ways have been prepared by the 

enormous growth of natural, human and social 

sciences, by technical progress, and advances in 

developing and organizing means whereby men 

can communicate with one another. Hence the 

culture of today possesses particular characteristics:

sciences which are called exact greatly develop 

critical judgment; the more recent psychological 

studies more profoundly explain human activity; 

historical studies make it much easier to see things 

in their mutable and evolutionary aspects, customs 

and usages are becoming more and more uniform; 

industrialization, urbanization, and other causes 

which promote community living create a mass-

culture from which are born new ways of thinking, 

acting and making use of leisure. The increase of 

commerce between the various nations and hu-

man groups opens more widely to all the treasures 

of different civilizations and thus little by little, there 

develops a more universal form of human culture, 

which better promotes and expresses the unity of 

the human race to the degree that it preserves 

the particular aspects of the different civilizations.ó

Gaudium et spes Pastoral Constitution, 1965.
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It is under these 

conditions of contingency and uncertainty 

that Chileans are having to make sense of 

their day-to-day experiences.
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CHAPTER 2 

CULTURE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE, WORK AND THE ECONOMY
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THE RESIGNIFICATION OF WORK

LABOUR DEREGULATION

òAll in all, the last decade has been a very 

dynamic one for job creation, productivity and 

real wagesé Chile now has labour laws that are 

regarded as advanced by world standards, and

the deregulation and ÿexibility they have brought 

are undoubtedly among the main reasons for the 

countryõs good economic performance in the last 

decade.ó

Fernando Coloma and Patricio Rojas, 2000.
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Social inequality has increased not only 

because of changes in income distribu-

tion, but because the loss of job security 

affects some parts of society far more than 

others. 
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PERCEPTIONS OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND WORKING 
LIFE

74% 

of those interviewed harbour adverse feel-

ings (of insecurity, loss and anger) about 

the economic system.
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CHAPTER 3 

THE RISE OF CONSUMPTION

THE CONSUMER CULTURE

 consumption has a signiþcance 
similar to that which work had before, as 
the physical crystallization of individual 
identity and as a new, material mani-

festation of the social bond. 
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òMy theory is that one of the legacies of the 

dictatorship in Chile has been a profound cul-

tural change, manifested in the way emphasis has

shifted away from collective action and towards 

consumption as the basis for building identities and 

securing recognition.ó

Jorge Larra²n, 2001.
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A TYPOLOGY OF CONSUMERS

THE NEEDY CONSUMER, OR òI CONSUME 
TO SURVIVEó

CONSUMING FOR WELL-BEING, OR òI CON-
SUME TO MAKE LIFE BETTERó
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THE EXISTENTIAL CONSUMER, OR òI CON-
SUME TO MAKE MYSELF BETTERó THE MODEL CONSUMER, OR òI CONSUME 

FOR GRATIFICATIONó
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THE AESTHETICS OF DAILY LIFE

it could be said that a 

personõs biography tends to be realized 

as a stylization of the ego.

the 

consumer culture is a wordless aesthetic 

experience.

òThe inÿuence of our work no longer stops at the 

buying and selling of products or the creation of 

brand images. Advertising has started to dictate

behaviour patterns, ways of relating; it dictates 

scales of values and aspirations in todayõs society. 

It is certainly a major part of culture.ó

Rodrigo Fontaine, Director of the Asociaci·n Chilena 
de Agencias de Publicidad, ACHAP, 2001.
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THE MALL AS EMBLEM
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THE PLAZA VESPUCIO MALL

òThe Mall can be seen as an appropriate place for 

the reproduction of primary relationships, but with 

the proviso that this is only possible for individuals 

who are known to one anotheré Although some 

young people and most women state that they 

do not have to buy anything or spend money to 

enjoy themselves, the place constrains the way 

they carry out their activitiesépeople seem to be 

engaged in an unending quest to display and rep-

resent their social status to one another. On the basis 

of information such as the food in the Foodgarden 

or the number of bags in the aisles, the Other is seen 

as one who judges and whose gaze unsettles.ó

Mat²as Bargsted and Ignacio Far²as, 2000.
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SHOPPING CENTRE AND PUBLIC PROMENADE

A MALLõS A MALL FOR ALL THAT

òéthe essence of the thing is that a mall is a 

mall. That is what is so odd and singular about the 

mall. What leaves me dumbfounded. They are all 

the same. It is simply the malléó

Alberto Fuguet, 2000.
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 the òpublicó is now 

made up of speciþc òpublicsó.

people can use to 

òbe togetheró without the risks of òacting 

togetheró.

When the public space changes, the ex-

periences people can derive from life in 

society change too, as does their image 

of that society.
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CHAPTER 4 

WEAK POLITICAL IDENTIFICATION

THE POLITICAL BASIS OF THE òWEó
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òpoliticaló respondents accounted for no 

more than 28% of the sample.
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Otherwise, it must be 

assumed that politics does little to shape 

the individual and national identity of the 

other 70% of respondents.

 people will only exercise citizenship 

when they have the self-conþdence and 

self-esteem to feel that their actions can 

make a difference.

ELECTION TURNOUT
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peopleõs þnancial situation does not 

seem to be the factor that determines their 

voting behaviour.

THE RETREAT FROM POLITICS
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the more powerless people feel, 
the more likely they are to think that politics 
is pointless and to profess indifference to 
the political regime.
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CHAPTER 5 

TELEVISION AND THE PUBLIC SPACE
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TELEVISION IN FAMILY LIFE

 

News programmes are the most popular 

(35%), and they are also the ones that the 

largest proportion of respondents (82%) 

discuss with other people.
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THE RECONFIGURATION OF NATIONAL IDENTITY

INCREASED SUPPLY OF LOCAL PROGRAM-
MING
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INCREASED CONSUMPTION OF CHILEAN 
PROGRAMMING

THE TRANSFORMATION OF PUBLIC SPACE
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THE CENTRALITY OF NEWS
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THE INTERNET: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC SPACE?
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INTERNET INITIATIVES FOR CITIZENS

There is a large but not easily quantiþable number 

of Internet sites and initiatives whose aim is to pro-

mote Web access for all and enable opinions and 

information of interest to citizens to be exchanged. 

These initiatives are having an uneven impact. One 

pioneering effort is the Ministry of Education Enlaces 

[Links] programme, whose ambitious plan has suc-

ceeded in connecting up 90% of the State-subsi-

dized school population, including schools in remote 

rural areas. Despite all these efforts, however, the 

òdigital gapó in Chile is still very wide.

By and large, civic Internet initiatives are more 

likely to provide a bulletin board service than 

opportunities for interaction or service provision. 

Nonetheless, there has been major progress in fa-

cilitating tasks such as tax payment, social housing 

applications and consumer complaints. The way 

the Internet can be used in practice to generate 

civic links and exchanges may be illustrated by two 

examples.

The þrst case is that of Juan P®rez, the þctitious 

name used by the writer of an e-mail sent out to 

request information from different public- and 

private-sector organizations. Of the 27 contacts, 

only þve answered relevantly, promptly and fully. 

Seventeen of them either had not answered after 

a fortnight, or the addresses published for them 

online were wrong. The remainder answered after 

a long delay, or did not give complete replies. 

There were no signiþcant differences among the 

various types of organization consulted (public-

sector, private-sector, NGO) in terms of the quality 

of their answers. In addition, Juan P®rez wrote to 

the e-mail addresses of the countryõs 120 parlia-

mentary deputies. Only nine replied, with six replies 

arriving within a few days, two a month later and 

one after three months. Again, there were no differ-

ences among political parties as regards the quality 

of response.

This two-pronged test shows that the lack of inter-

action is due not to any weakness in the techno-

logical base, but to the meaning attached to it. A 

second example is helpful here. The Corporaci·n 

Encuentro de Pe¶alol®n y La Reina, in the eastern 

suburbs of Santiago, is an organization of community 

leaders and associated professionals that seeks to 

promote community development and encourage 

self-help initiatives. With the assistance of private-

sector businesses, two community telecentres 

were set up so that microenterprises, the educa-

tional community and social workers could access 

information on the Web. The initial group was soon 

joined by families and then by young people. Before 

long, many of those who originally went along as 

spectators revealed interests and skills that resulted 

in their becoming instructors to new users and gain-

ing the status of leaders, sought out and respected 

by the community.

The El Encuentro telecentre has fostered new links 

not only on the Web but also, and most particularly, 

in the local user community. This shows that the po-

tential of the Internet is also tied in with the type of 

social relationships that guide its use. In this case, 

it has been seen that access to the Web is not an 

automatic process, but involves the appropriation 

of a range of skills and languages.
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 The acquisition of these is beset by expectations, 

difþculties and insecurities. For the same reason, it 

is a good context for the development of social 

capital in communities. It can thus be concluded 

that Internet access is a matter not just of digital 

connections but of social connections too. The 

digital infrastructure is not enough to create social 

networks and civic intercourse. Digital or not, com-

munication is still a social

phenomenon (inter-group relations) that depends 

on types of language, expectations and commu-

nication styles, forms of segmentation and mutual 

recognition, and the exercise of power. Chile has 

a good digital infrastructure, although more is still 

needed. But what is really lacking still are the social 

arrangements and mental motivations needed for 

individual experiences to be aggregated and dis-

seminated.
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CHAPTER 6 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN THE 
CHILEAN IMAGINARY

ETHNIC DIVERSITY AND THE NEW CULTURAL CHALLENG-
ES IN CHILE

In the collective imaginary of Chileans, 

the indigenous peoples are seen as part of 

the cultural underpinning of nationhood,
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THE INDIGENOUS POPULATION IN CHILE
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REASSERTION AND RECOGNITION OF ETHNIC GROUPS AS 
PRODUCERS OF CULTURE

A NEW AGENDA FOR THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
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MODERNIZATION, POVERTY AND NATIVE CULTURES
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CHAPTER 7 

CHILE SHOULD RECOGNIZE ITS ACHIEVEMENTS

EDUCATION AND CIVIC CULTURE
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CULTURAL CHANGE AND CHALLENGES FOR EDUCATION

in the 

younger age groups (18-24 and 25-34), a 

large majority perceive school as a source 

of knowledge useful for work and not as a 

source of civic values;
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THE CIVIC ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR OF YOUNG             
CHILEANS
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STUDENTõS CIVIC SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
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EDUCATION AS A PRIME AGENT OF CULTURE

The curriculum explicitly includes subjects 

which are of central concern to todayõs 

society, and without which citizenship is 

incomplete: human rights, the environ-

ment, equal opportunities for men and 

women and respect and appreciation for 

cultural diversity.
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CHALLENGES FOR CIVIC EDUCATION
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A MAP OF THE CULTURAL FIELD: RESOURCES 
AND DYNAMICS

PA
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CULTURAL CAPABILITIES ARE GREATER 
NOW

CHANGES IN THE CULTURAL FIELD IN CHILE:                
DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION

CHAPTER 1 
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INCREASING ACCESS TO COMMUNICA-
TION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

THE GROWING PRESENCE OF THE MEDIA IN 
DAILY LIFE
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RISING OUTPUT AND CONSUMPTION OF 
CULTURAL GOODS AND SERVICES

Between high culture and popular 

culture:

Between national culture and foreign 

or global culture:
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Between producers and consumers of 

culture: 

From culture in situ to culture at home

From culture associated with the pub-

lic State sphere to culture rooted in the 

private sphere:

The importance of the image is grow-

ing:
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New divides are emerging, like the one 

between consumers and non-consum-

ers:





MAP OF THE CULTURAL FIELD IN CHILE

CHAPTER 2 



INFORMATION GATHERING

The design and collection of the information 

included in the Cultural Map of Chile was a com-

plex, intensive process lasting over a year. In the 

þrst stage, the cultural þeld as such was delimited 

and systematization instruments were designed. The 

second stage focused on the collection of informa-

tion for inclusion in the Map. Lastly, the information 

collected was organized and processed. The data 

for Chile as a whole and for each region are given 

in a special fold-out.

In the course of the research, contact was made 

with over 650 institutions involved in culture, in both 

the public and private sectors. These included 33 

ministries, divisions, subsecretariats and other State 

administrative bodies, 410 communal bodies such 

as municipalities, municipal arts centres, municipal 

libraries, museums coming under the Direcci·n de 

Bibliotecas, Archivos y Museos (Libraries, Archives 

and Museums Service ð DIBAM), universities and the 

like, and over 230 private-sector organizations such 

as cinemas, theatres, colleges, foundations and so 

on. Constant recourse was had to the Internet and, in 

particular, to the Ministry of Education Cartograf²a 

Cultural de Chile.

Besides requests for data as such, discussions 

or interviews were held with people regarded as 

qualiþed informants. The results of these informed 

the conceptual design of the working matrix and 

guided information-gathering efforts.

Information was basically collected in two ways:

Å Institutions providing complete databases for 

one or more indicators.

Å Information put together by UNDP to create a 

national register.

The main obstacles to comprehensiveness were:

Å A complete lack of data for certain indicators.

Å The impossibility in certain cases of collecting the 

separate data needed for UNDP to create national 

indicators.

Å The unsystematic nature of the information pro-

vided by some sources.
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DATA SYSTEMATIZATION MATRIX

The 

importance of this matrix is that it provides 

multiple descriptive vertices and coordi-

nates for reading and analysis, giving a 

more complete overview of culture in 

Chile.

ARTISTIC DOMAIN

Literature
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Audio-visual

The audio-visual sector grew strongly 

between 1990 and 1999.

Performing arts

 the few data available 

reveal a strong upsurge in Chilean theatre 

and drama over the last 10 years.
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Music

Of all 

the artistic goods industries, this has been 

most affected by piracy.
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Visual arts

Heritage
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SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Sport

As a mass spectator event sport is sur-

passed only by cinema, even though it 

has declined in the last þve years.

Tourism

òThe concept of cultural heritage alludes to 

the historical underpinning of the habits, customs, 

ideas and values that belong to the history of the

 community and provide this country with its social 

unity. We are what we are because that history is 

what it was.ó

Humberto Maturana, 2002.
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Leisure

Celebrations and events
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EDUCATION AND SCIENCE

Organization and structure of the educa-

tion system
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the 

greatest change between 1985 and 2000 

was in the number of university students. 

While student numbers at the traditional 

universities almost doubled, private uni-

versities saw a geometric increase, from 

4,951 to 101,386.

THE MEDIA

the media are no longer 

just intermediaries, but participate in the 

construction of perceived reality.

Television

Radio
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Print media

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES

Telephony

In the þrst half of 

2001, each Chilean spent an average of 

111 minutes a month on the telephone.

The Internet
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CULTURAL PROFILE OF THE CHILEAN REGIONS

CHAPTER 3 
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the charts in this chapter show the 

performance of any given region in rela-

tion to the rest. Not only should the ranking 

of the regions be considered, therefore, but 

the gaps between them as well.

THE CULTURAL DYNAMISM INDEX
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DIMENSIONS OF THE CDI

Events dimension
Actors dimension
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Education dimension

Media dimension Goods and services dimension
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THE CULTURAL RESOURCES INDEX
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Physical infrastructure dimension

it is not 

necessarily the case that cultural dyna-

mism is directly determined by or related 

to a regionõs infrastructure. 

Technology dimension
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Cultural institutions dimension

OVERVIEW OF THE TWO INDICES
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THE DIVERSITY OF CULTURAL CONSUMPTION

OVERVIEW

CULTURAL CONSUMPTION IN CHILE

All the evidence analysed shows that 

marked inequality of access to cultural 

consumption is a recurring feature of Chil-

ean society.

CHAPTER 4 
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Minimal cultural consumption

Low cultural consumption

Intermediate cultural consumption

High cultural consumption

WHAT SUBJECTIVE PREDISPOSITIONS ARE 
ASSOCIATED WITH CULTURAL CONSUMP-
TION?
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The conclusions suggest that devel-

oping greater opportunities for access to 

cultural goods and services could help to 

further a cultural enterprise transcending 

the individual sphere and providing the ba-

sis for a more broadly reÿective society.

TELEVISION CONSUMPTION AND EVERYDAY CULTURE

for the vast 

majority of Chileans, cultural consumption 

is conþned to the consumption of television 

as the sole or primary source of access to 

information and entertainment.

VIEWERS

Viewing for entertainment
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Viewing for information

Viewing for company

CONSUMPTION HABITS
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DECLARED PREFERENCES AND ACTUAL 
CONSUMPTION
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CULTURAL CONSUMPTION FROM A HOUSEHOLD                                   
PERSPECTIVE

Planning and Cooperation study, is strongly 

conditioned by disposable income.

cultural con-

sumption, as defined in the Ministry of 
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CULTURAL CONSUMPTION AND INCOME: LINKS AND          
POTENTIAL
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THE ECONOMICS OF CULTURE

There are three global trends in cultural activity 

today. The þrst is the creation of an industry based 

on mass production of goods and services that 

circulate globally. A second trend is the enormous 

inÿuence of that industry on the creation and trans-

mission of public opinion as a commercial activity. 

Lastly, that industry is linked to fast-growing sectors 

such as electronic communications and the enter-

tainment industry.

Consumption of culture has grown in recent years, 

and a sector of industry has accordingly set out to 

provide it on a mass scale. In many respects it can 

be said that, besides the processes of growth and 

development, mass market characteristics have 

come to a þeld traditionally treated as exclusive or 

òoutside the marketó. It is no longer that, because 

as demand has risen, this þeld has in its own way 

become a strategic one. Its economic importance 

is illustrated in table 64.

Of course, each country has its own peculiarities 

where cultural activity is concerned. Nonetheless, 

the rise in cultural consumption is accelerating both 

in the wealthiest sectors of individual countries and 

in the wealthiest countries generally. What will be

 

looked at here is the importance of cultural activ-

ity for the countryõs economy. The cultural þeld, in 

fact, is economically important not just in itself but 

also for other areas of the economy. It is important, 

in other words, for both its direct economic impact 

and its indirect impact.

What weight does culture have in the Chilean 

economy?

This is not an easy question to answer. The Chilean 

statistical system has no methodology for quantify-

ing cultural activities. The new input-output matrix

the measurable distribution of 

culture is worse than that of income gen-

erally.
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 used by the Central Bank of Chile, likewise, does not 

treat the cultural sphere as something worth analys-

ing in its own right. To remedy this lack of information, 

use was made of data provided by the Servicio de 

Impuestos Internos (Internal Revenue Service ð SII) for 

the turnover declared in the country by all compa-

nies paying value-added tax (VAT). Considering the 

characteristics and constraints of this database, an 

ad hoc deþnition of the cultural þeld to be quanti-

þed was designed. Accordingly, the cultural þeld is 

deemed for the purposes of this exercise to include 

companies whose line of business (ISIC code) is the 

production and distribution of cultural goods and 

services. The turnover of these companies gives an 

approximation of the economic importance of the 

culture industry. With this approach, the cultural þeld 

is split into the following subsectors: Art and Com-

munications, Sociability and Pastimes, Education, 

and Support (see appendix 9).

According to this exercise, in 2000 the òculture 

industryó accounted for 6% of all sales, with a total 

turnover of over 77 million UTM (òunidad tributaria 

mensualó or monthly tax units, an index-linked unit

used for tax accounting, worth approximately 

US$ 42 as of early 2003). As figure 37 shows, 

in the 1990s the turnover of the cultural field 

steadily gained ground in the national total. 

The evidence also shows that the sectorõs turn-

over has grown by more than the average for 

all industries. During the last decade, recorded 

turnover grew by 114% in the economy gener-

ally, while that of the cultural þeld grew by 186%.

Analysis of the data reveals which subsectors 

played the largest part in this growth. The Art and 

Communications and Leisure subsectors clearly 

emerge as the largest components of total turn-

over. When growth in the share of total turnover 

taken by the different subsectors over the decade 

is analysed, however, it transpires that the most 

dynamic subsector is Art and Communications, 

whose share rose by 80%, followed by Education 

(66%) and Sociability and Pastimes (7%), while the 

share of Support fell by about 25% (see þgure 38).

The regions where the òculture industryó ac-

counted for the highest share of total regional 
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turnover in 2000 were Magallanes (XII) with 10.8%, Ay-

s®n (XI) with 9.6% (strongly inÿuenced by the tourism 

sector) and the Metropolitan Region (MR) with 8.4%. 

In OõHiggins (VI), Valpara²so (V), Antofagasta (II) and 

B²o B²o (VIII), by contrast, its share is relatively low.

The size of the òculture industryó has increased in 

all regions. In the Metropolitan Region, for instance, 

the turnover of the culture sector more than dou-

bled over the decade. This is signiþcant in respect 

of the resources involved, since the nationõs capital 

has far higher cultural sales than anywhere else 

(see table 65). Regional data are broken down 

into subsectors in appendix 9.

Lastly, it is important to note that the þgures for 

trading activity are related to GDP growth in the 

years analysed. Thus, it can be seen that the òcul-

ture industryó displays a dynamism that makes it 

an attractive sector for investment.
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CULTURE POLICIES: OPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

CULTURE POLICIES IN THE 1990s

CHAPTER 5
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 The aim of cultural policy is to 

give currency to human rights as the basis 

of everyday social relationships and the 

social imaginary.

At the same time, progress was 

made in creating greater equality of ac-

cess, stimulating mass participation and 

decentralizing cultural production and 

management.

òCultural 

democracyó, meaning cultural creativity 

in society at large, was the unþnished busi-

ness of this Government.
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President Ricardo Lagos intends to con-

front these challenges and make culture the 

keynote of his Government. His is in fact the 

þrst Government to show a systematic com-

mitment to cultural policy. 

THE INSTITUTIONAL BASIS OF CULTURE POLICIES

ORGANIZATIONS
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THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

THE FINANCING OF CULTURE

The Ley de Donaciones Culturales 
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The Fondo de Desarrollo de la Cultura 

y las Artes 

The Fondo de Apoyo a Programas 

Culturales

The Fondo de Apoyo a Iniciativas 

Culturales Regionales

The Public Art Competitions

The CORFO Programa de Financia-

miento de la Industria Audiovisual
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Culture 

spending in 1999 is estimated at 20 billion 

pesos, about three quarters of this coming 

from the public sector.

If it is accepted that cul-

ture plays a central role in the countryõs 

development, then the cultural dimension 

of public policies will have to be given the 

attention it deserves.
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PERSONAL LIFE IN A CHANGING SOCIETY
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Individualization means 

that people have to make their own per-

sonal decisions about the choices, values 

and relationships that go to make up their 

life plans. It has grown in strength as society 

has set increasing store by personal au-

tonomy, traditions have lost their authority, 

and an increasing choice of ways of life 

has become available. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BEING AN INDIVIDUAL IN CHILE: OPPORTUNITIES, FEARS 
AND DIFFICULTIES

 The class, religious or political iden-

tities that enabled individuals to deþne 

the core content of their life plans in the 

mid-twentieth century have really become 

secondary. And nothing seems to have 
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emerged to take their place.

In todayõs soci-

ety, collective issues are being dissolved 

as personal identity becomes the prime 

þeld of observation and action.

INDIVIDUALIZATION IN CHILE TODAY

òI think the biggest change that has taken 

place recently, or the change that Iõve 

experienced, is that people donõt feel 

they belong to anything much now; I think 

people are more individualisticé I used to 

have a very religious outlook, for instance, 

and then I drifted away from that. Now I 

view life, death, the future quite differently 

from the way I did before. Before, people 

òWe live in an era when the social order of the 

national State, of classes, ethnicity and the tra-

ditional family, is in decline. The most powerful 

tendency in modern society is the ethic of self-

realization and individual success. The choices,

decisions and conscious creative efforts of human 

beings who aspire to be the authors of their own 

lives, the creators of an individual identity, are what 

deþne the central character of our time.ó

Ulrich Beck, 2000.
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were a lot more settled with what they had 

been brought up with, and now they have 

a newétheir own way of seeing things. 

What I discovered really was me; what I 

feel now is that I found my type and my 

own way of living.ó

(Male, adult, urban, high SEG)

in 

Chile people have a relatively high degree 

of individualization, although there are ma-

jor differences that divide along sociode-

mographic lines.
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This shows 

that the capacity for self-determination 

depends not just on personal choices, but 

also on access to both cultural and mate-

rial resources. 

IMAGES OF INDIVIDUALIZATION

òWell, thereõs a lot of foreign inÿuence, 

on television for instance, where theyõre 

always showing how things are done in 

other countries, and people take their lead 

from that.ó

(Male, older adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

òI think weõre more open now.ó

In what way?

òLike respecting other peopleõs opinions, 

and letting other people live the way 

they want, right? It wasnõt like that before, 

people used to interfere moreé Couples 

just going and living together now, that 

was totally unthinkable before. I mean, 

some people like getting married, so þne, 

let them, but other people donõt, and thatõs 

þne too.ó

(Female, young, urban, intermediate SEG)
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òOn the one hand thereõs this technologi-

cal revolution which has an inÿuence as 

well, because things are available now 

that were forbidden and that have to do 

with the dictatorshipé Previous genera-

tions lived at a time when you couldnõt 

speak your mind freelyé; and I think this 

has directly affected the way people think 

and thatõs why theyõre like they are, while 

us, although we experienced a lot of that, 

we can see and understand now that itõs 

not like that in other places, and bit by bit 

weõre using those freedoms that let us do 

what we want more with our own lives, 

which is what is making these changes 

happen.ó

(Female, young, urban, intermediate SEG)

PLANNING A LIFE AMIDST CONFLICTING DEMANDS

The 
effort of constructing a self-image and a 
satisfactory life plan in the midst of these 
paradoxical demands seems to be one of 

the greatest strains on people today.

òThe more choices you have, the more 

confused you are, because you donõt 

know which of all those things is the one 

you really wanté Everybody says, ôget on 

with your lifeõ; the problem is Iõm not going 

to take it because itõs frightening really, but 

youõve got so many choices.ó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)

THE DEMANDS OF SOCIAL SYSTEMS, OR òTHE 

MACHINEó

òEvery step you take, youõre asked too 

much oféso when everythingõs so de-

manding, in every way, it makes youé

makes youéfeel that everythingõs a great 

effort, every little thing, and youõre always 

struggling with that, it doesnõt let you alone 

because you think the next person might 

be getting on better, and if you slacken off 

you might get thrown out of your jobéor 

just passed overé; thatõs the strainéyou 

just donõt feel happy about things any 

more, right?éfor some, others I couldnõt 

say, I donõt knowé, Iõm talking about 

people in my situationé, because there 

are different situations here, and you can 

identify more with one because thatõs the 

one you live in, and thatõs what Iõm telling 

you about.ó

(Male, young, urban, low SEG)
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Thus, social systems 
are perceived as something external, im-
penetrable and existentially oppressive. 
Those interviewed did not envisage any 
other form of organization that would 
make them less contradictory. This seems 
to account for the image of society as an 
òeconomic machineó which it is useless 
to resist.

òBecause (even) those who go against the 

machine are being part of the machine.ó

(Male, adult, urban, high SEG)

THE DEMANDS OF OTHERS, OR òDISTINCTION 
THROUGH SUCCESSó

People are expected to be 
successful, excel in every area of life and 
show that they can set themselves apart 
from the rest.

òBecause I think society or the world, I 

donõt know what to call it, has become 

extremely competitive and the only way of 

getting anywhere or standing out, distin-

guishing yourself, is to spend a lot of time 

achieving those goals that enable you to 

excel.ó

(Male, young, urban, intermediate SEG)
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THE DEMANDS OF THE SELF, OR òAUTHEN-
TICITYó

There is a need for òauthenticityó be-

cause the òmachineó and the imperatives 

of òthe othersó are experienced as some-

thing alien and external that push people 

beyond the acceptable limits,

This is one of the 

keynotes of the current individualization 

process, as people experience it: the 

strain of having to respond to contradic-

tory demands and the certainty that no 

materially viable, socially acceptable 

and psychologically satisfactory life plan 

can be formed without reference to these 
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THE DIFFICULTIES OF INDIVIDUALIZATION

òLACK OF TIMEó, OR THE WEAKNESS OF 
SOCIAL MEANING

òThe pace of lifeé, because you see the 

world today, itõs all quick, quick, come on, 

hurry up, hurry up, quick, everythingõs a 

rushé, a minute here, a minute there, and 

thereõs no time for anything else, because 

somehow everythingõs always a rush.ó

(Male, young, urban, high SEG)

òFrom outside, you see a machine which 

is the city of work, like a pace of life that is 

always there and that you try to keep clear 

of, because I knew that the closer I got, 

the more I was getting sucked in, because 

youõre, I see it likeéa kind of fog that you 

get into and then youõre inside, and itõs so 

hard to get out of it, look down on yourself 

and see that youõre inside that thing.ó

(Male, young, urban, intermediate SEG)

The lack of time, which is such a recurrent 

complaint in the discussions of Chileans, 

seems to mean the lack of a personal or 

collective meaning capable of putting 

the contradictory demands on peopleõs 

life plans into perspective.

òThe great mass of people in this country, 

who are depoliticized, who are consumer-

ist, who have no historical memory, who 

have no vision of societyéó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

Some international comparisons reveal the enor-

mous load of working hours borne by people living 

in Chilean cities (UBS, 2000). More precise data 

show that about half the population has some free 

time, although this is very unequally distributed 

among social groups (Catal§n, 2000). Other data 

reveal, furthermore, that people would prefer to 

carry on working in their free time (UNDP, 2000a). 

According to Catal§nõs study, three quarters of the 

population working from Monday to Friday also work 

the same number of hours on Saturdays, while about 

a þfth do so on Sundays as well.
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 The interviews reveal a strong feeling 

of powerlessness or incapacity: many 

individuals feel unable to bring about 

the changes in their environment that are 

needed if their plans are to come to fruition

òUnfortunatelyébecause I got to the stage 

where I just started to accept that this is the 

way things are, miserable, and so however 

willing I am and however much enthusiasm 

and energy Iõve got, Iõm just swept along 

by all thiséó

(Male, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

òNow, when I did make plans, nothing 

came of them. Because there was a time 

when I could think ahead, and nothing, 

nothing came of it.ó

(Male, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

MISTRUST OF THE OTHER

òéthe way people around here look at 

you really bothers me a lot.ó

What do you see in those looks?

òFrustration sometimes, envy, a lot of 

envyé; hypocrisy sometimes, sometimes 

Iõve talked to people who go ôhey, Iõm 

glad things are going well for you, Iõm glad 

theyõve worked outéõ, but inside I know 

that what theyõre telling me is the exact 

opposite.ó

òéI think itõs hard in a way to have a per-

sonality of your own here, they get at you, 

people whose opinions you donõt care 

about start getting at you, itõs better just to 

keep quiet.ó

(Male, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)
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it is the very inadequacy of 

these resources that makes individualiza-

tion hard and stressful in Chile.

INDIVIDUALIZATION STRATEGIES

òI donõt believe in that model, Iõm caught 

up in it but I donõt believeé, so what I 

want is for them (her children) to be kept 

out of it, to live in the world without being 

so much of the world (é), I mean, youõre 

inside a system that works in a particular 

way, so since youõre there, you have to go 

along with it, but it doesnõt mean youõre 

taken in, right? Because thatõs when the 

trouble starts, when youõre taken in, I mean 

when you really, really think itõs so impor-

tant to live up to the expectations that 

come from all that.ó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)

ADAPTING TO THE DEMANDS OF THE òMA-
CHINEó

òSociety expects you to have a qualiþ-

cation before you can go on to start a 

familyé, then when youõre a professional, 

youõre expected to make a success of it.ó

(Male, young, urban, intermediate SEG)
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òSociety is like a biological clock: you 

have to be doing this, and this, and thiséó

And how do you keep up that pace? How 

does it make  you feel?

òStressed. I mean, suppose for some rea-

son or other I want to study, but I canõt, and 

I havenõt got any money, because society 

sets the prices, I mean the marketé And 

there you are, you canõt afford it so you 

donõt do it and thatõs that, you tread water, 

then youõre too old. For work, society ex-

pects you to be a certain ageé Thatõs the 

other pressure, because you have to get 

married before youõre 30 if youõre a man, 

if not they thinké, I donõt know, they think 

youõre weird.ó

(Male, young, urban, low SEG)

DEFENDING A PRIVATE WORLD

The strategy followed is not to break with 

these systems, which is impossible, but to 

build a parallel òworld of oneõs ownó where 

the Self that feels denied by them can 

recognize and realize itself.

òI leave them, and the rule I obey is to ar-

rive at work at a particular time. I do what 

is required for work normally, which is a 

way of behaving that doesnõt suit me, but 

once Iõm out of there I throw it off com-

pletely, I forget about societyõs laws, I listen 

to music, read my books...ó

(Male, young, urban, low SEG)

OTHER PLACES
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òI feel Iõm fallingé I begin to wonder how 

things will be done, how they wonõt be 

done, Iõd like to get away from that, so 

sometimes I think Iõd like to be in Chilo®, 

because I feel you can live more authenti-

cally there, you know? Dressing a bit like a 

Hindu, that would be my ideal.ó

(Female, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

In these narratives, 

there is no discernible longing for bygone 

social forms.

òMums now just think about money and 

they give the kids a house key, so things 

have changed, because it wasnõt about 

money before, it was about affection, love, 

because children were the most sacred 

thing.ó

(Female, older adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

òI feel a need for space, peace and quiet, 

a need to do simple things with all my 

senses attuned to themé If I eat breakfast 

I want to enjoy my breakfast, I donõt want 

to be drinking my coffee in a rush, burning 

my tongue because Iõve got to hurry out, 

because Iõve got to be somewhere elseé 

The way I can go about things in the city, 

not getting into trafþc jams, being able to 

avoid rush hour is just great, being able to 

walk and not get into the car; just great. 

So thatõs what Iõm saying, I feel I can make 

some room for myself and create a space 

where I can live as I please without hav-

ing to jostle anybody, I donõt walk over 

anybody to do it and I donõt have to be 

going around making great changes to 

anything.ó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)
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òémy mum said, ômy word, youõve 

changedõ, because before, I mean, I try to 

be easygoing, I try to listen and be helpful, 

and lately Iõve becomeé I used to see my 

mum and dad coming home from work 

like zombies, thatõs how Iõm going to end 

up, and actually thatõs just how I am end-

ing upéó

òéyour personality changes, it becomes 

less tolerant basically, the same way as 

you think more about yourself, thatõs not 

healthy, I donõt think itõs healthy for society, 

thatõs how you end up destroying yourself.ó

(Male, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

THE EXACERBATED SELF: PROTECTING 
ONESELF FROM A PROBLEMATIC INDIVIDU-
ALIZATION

So, it bothers you when society says òyou 

ought to be working, being successful and 

making moneyóé?

òQuite, that bothers me, exactly.ó

And what do you do to cope with this strain 

it causes you?

òIõm just resigned now.ó

Youõve given in?

òIõve given in, but in the hope that per-

hapsé; maybe because of thaté The thing 

is thatéitõs all connected, because I canõt 

get married and have children if Iõve got 

nothing, I mean, you know? I canõt do it, 

so itõs sort of difþculté, I mean itõs all like a 

circle that never ends.ó

Thereõs no way out?

òNo, I think there is a way out, itõs some-

thing in the mind.ó

Whatõs your way out?

òI think the way out, really, is not to give a 

damn about everybody elseéó

(Male, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

Exacerbation of the Self is not the inevi-

table consequence of any individualiza-

tion process, but rather of a frustrated 

individualization process. 

Because people 

lack collective referents and feel power-
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less to shape the environments they live in, 

social life feels oppressive and threatening. 

They react by distancing themselves from 

society and retreating into the Self, as a 

way of recovering their own individuality.
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CHAPTER 2 

òA lot of things have changedé This hap-

pened with my daughter, right? Because 

she always used to say to me, ômum, do 

you want me to be just like you? They 

didnõt let you go out into the street, or go 

out with boysõé; no, my love, those were 

different timesé So I like these changes 

too, like the relationship parents have with 

their children now, that communication 

they have which I remember I didnõt have 

with my own parents, and we communi-

cate better nowéó

(Female, adult, urban, low SEG)

Whatever image 

people have of the family (and studies 

show that there are many), relationships 

between the family and society are felt 

THE CHILEAN FAMILY: BETWEEN CULTURAL CHANGE 
AND THE DIFFICULTIES OF INDIVIDUALIZATION
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to have become problematical. 

FAMILY TYPES AND FAMILY DEMOGRAPHICS ARE 
CHANGING
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 the widespread perception that the 

dominant institutional arrangements for 

family organization are in crisis and need 

to be changed
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THE CHANGE IN FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

 the 

vast majority of Chileans see their family 

ties as the most important factor in their 

personal identities and in their prospects 

of realizing their life plans.

WHAT THE PARENTS THINK

òI think the new generations, children as 

such are inredibly skilful; for instance, I 

donõt understand anything about comput-

ers and I bought one that set me back 

300 thousand pesos or so, a nice piece 

of equipment and I canõt even turn it on, 

because Iõm stuck back in timeé, but 

the kid, ôdad,õ he says, ôhereõ, and the 

kid presses a button and presses another 

button and it works! I think itõs the new 

generation, my son has taught me a lot of 

things.ó

(Male, adult, urban, low SEG)
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òKids today are up there with their parents. 

I mean, the one who shouts loudest or who 

says what do I care, I think thatõs whoõs in 

charge these days.ó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

òThatõs life. So youõve got to, right, the boss 

says stay until nine: so until nine it is, like it 

or not. A lot of times I havenõt wanted to. 

I think, nine oõclock, an hour less with my 

wife and daughter. Iõll only have time to 

eat, my daughter will be in bed, Iõll see her 

the next day. Because tomorrowõs another 

day, letõs hope so anyway.ó

(Male, adult, urban, low SEG)

WHAT THE CHILDREN THINK
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THE FAMILY AS A DEFENCE AGAINST SO-
CIETY

many parents 

now believe that their task as intermediar-

ies between their family and society is to 

defend their family against society, whilst 

many children do not cite engagement 

with society as their reason for wanting to 

free themselves from the family. 

IMAGES OF THE FAMILY

Detached image

Relational image
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Normative image

Self-denying image
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THE PARADOXICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE FAMILY

The predominant images 

of the family stem from problematic experi-

ences of society. This makes it harder for 

families to become satisfactory places for 

the personal and social development of 

their members. 
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 The more the fam-

ily operates as a compensatory source of 

meanings and loyalties that are properly 

social, the more it is weighed down by 

additional demands. The weaknesses of 

society are thus turned into a strain on 

the family. 
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CHAPTER 3 

When they look at changes in gender 

relations from the point of view of the 

individuality and equality they desire, 

people approve of them highly; when it 

comes to the opportunities and problems 

involved in realizing these desires day by 

day, however, they see these changes 

as a major source of conÿict.

BEING A WOMAN, BEING A MAN. THE IMPACT OF 
CHANGE

THE CHANGING ROLE OF WOMEN
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What has changed you most?

òWork, itõs done me good to get out of the 

houseé and thatõs the main thing, I think, 

getting out to work changes everything.ó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

WHAT WOMEN ASPIRE TO: A WIDER AND 
MORE EQUAL WORLD
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òIõve developed, I feel more independent. 

First of all, I feel Iõm respected moreé My 

husband is a male chauvinist; he thought 

women were there so there could be 

someone around to wait on him. So this 

thing, this change, has made me grow and 

respect myself, and it has made me like 

myself better as well.ó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)

òI got fed up because I felt like a geishaé 

I was getting home very late, very tired 

(from work) and there he was waiting for 

me to attend to him; I mean, that canõt be 

righté Until I came to my senses I thought 

everything was the way it should be, then 

when I started to see the relationship my 

daughter had with her husband, I suddenly 

thought, what an idiot Iõve been!é You 

know, the dad bathing the baby, today itõs 

your turn to do this and my turn to do that, 

you get the food ready. My husband never 

so much as set eyes on the foodéó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)

WOMEN TODAY: THE STRAINS OF EMAN-
CIPATION

There is a conÿict between 

the traditional domestic demands, which 

do not go away, and the new demands 

of work. 
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òI got tired of being the strong one in the 

ofþce, of having to be the strong one in 

the ofþce, of having to be strong with the 

executives, with my boss, at home with 

myself, I was just demanding too much of 

myself.ó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)

 Constructing 

individuality today is doubly difþcult for 

a woman.

Are you planning to have a family?

òIõve never planned to have a family.ó

Like having children, for example?

òLike getting married and having children, 

and Iõve always seen myselféwithout re-

ally thinking about it properlyéI see myself 

living alone in future,étravelling aloneé

having partners off and onéó

Where do these ideas come from?

òI think itõs because of what I doé, my 

work means Iõm always on the moveé; 

and Iõm not interested in dragging a kid 

along behind me.ó

(Female, young, urban, intermediate SEG)
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CHALLENGES AHEAD

The excessive demands of the workplace 

and the exacerbation of the family as a 

source of meaning have created strains 

that affect women particularly. 
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THE HDI AND GENDER: THE LONG ROAD TOWARDS 

EQUITY

The road to gender equity is a long one. The 

achievements and obstacles along the way have 

paralleled the cultural transformation of society as 

a whole, affecting it and being affected by it in 

turn. This is why it is important to understand their 

dynamic.

Seen in perspective, the achievements of the 

country in this respect have been remarkable. The 

gender-related development index (GDI), an instru-

ment that measures the disparity between the hu-

man development levels of the two sexes, rose from 

0.583 in 1960 to 0.816 in 2000. As a result, the gap 

between the GDI and the Chilean human develop-

ment index was reduced by 80% (in a situation of 

complete gender equity, the gap would be nil).

Substantial achievements have been made in 

both education and health care, but above all in 

womenõs participation in economic life. Between 

1960 and 2000, the female component of the eco-

nomically active population rose from 22% to 32%.  

were 50% lower on average than menõs, are now 

only 35% or so lower.

Recognizing this tremendous progress gives us a 

better appreciation of the achievements to date. 

This does not mean, however, that great challenges 

do not still lie ahead. What is the primary cause of 

the gap that remains? Clearly not womenõs capa-

bilities: in terms of health and education, they have 

long been as well placed on average as men, and 

sometimes better. Rather, the gender equity gap to-

day is due to the distribution of power, as manifested 

in access to material resources, the level of equity 

in economic life, and access to decision-making 

and leadership positions in society. Unless women 

participate fully in these, the approaches needed 

to understand and alter inequity in its current form 

are unlikely to prevail.

The gender empowerment measure (GEM), pro-

duced by UNDP to measure womenõs participation 

in societyõs political and economic decision-mak-

ing, clearly illustrates this situation: Chile ranks only 

forty-ninth out of 64 countries around the world for 

womenõs empowerment, a situation that sits oddly 

with its high ranking for human development gen-

erally.

A detailed look at the different dimensions of 

the GEM reveals the most important facets of this 

situation. At present, women hold only a small pro-

portion of elected posts: just 11% of mayors, 16% of 

municipal councillors and 10% of parliamentarians 

are women. The same holds true for the most respon-

sible posts in other spheres of public administration: 

just 15% of regional governors (intendentes), 18% of 

provincial governors (gobernadores), 13% of ministe-

rial regional secretaries (seremis), 29% of municipal 

service heads (directores municipales) and 34% of 

appeal court judges are women. Notwithstanding



 these þgures, it is important to recognize how much 

progress has been made in recent years in appoint-

ing women to prominent public positions.

This disparity is also seen in the private sector: 

an exploratory exercise conducted for this Report 

shows that, out of 20,569 executives in the com-

panies for which information was obtained (ITV 

Editores, 2001), there were just 2,371 women, or 

12% of the total. Once again, this disparity cannot 

be put down entirely to skill levels, since 46% of all 

professionals in the market are women. All these

þgures unquestionably represent a challenge for 

society as a whole.

What is the situation of gender equity and em-

powerment in the Chilean regions?

Particular analysis of the incomes dimension of 

the GDI (which is the one that shows the greatest 

disparities) gives us a better idea of how gender 

and geographical inequities overlap. Two groups 

of regions in particular stand out: on the positive 

side, inequity levels are lower than the national



THE CHALLENGE TO MASCULINITY

the practices 

sustaining and validating the traditional 

masculine imaginary are beginning to 

fail it. The result is that men feel perplexed

AREAS OF PERPLEXITY

 average in the Metropolitan Region and the Region 

of Tarapac§. The most negative picture is seen in 

þve regions (Antofagasta, Atacama, Coquimbo, 

La Araucan²a and Magallanes) where the gap 

between female and male participation in the 

economy is considerably larger than in the country 

as a whole (see appendix 11). At the same time, 

three of these þve (Antofagasta, Atacama and La 

Araucan²a) have gender empowerment measure 

values below the national average. As a result, 

achieving gender equity there will be a particularly 

arduous task. (Regional þgures for each of the GEM 

components referred to can be analysed in more 

detail in appendix 11 of this Report).

Because of its complexity, this phenomenon can 

obviously be addressed fully only once the issue of 

gender equality moves beyond the realm of public 

policy and becomes part of a wider cultural de-

bate that questions the way we construct our social 

relationships and live our day-to-day lives. For the 

challenge implicit in this diagnosis to be taken up, 

the basic equality of all individuals þrst needs to be 

accepted. We need to recognize that everyone has 

a right to self-realization, learn to reconcile opposing 

values, social goals, interests and forms of culture 

and, especially, be willing to share power within our 

homes and in society.
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A SILENT PERPLEXITY

In practice, male 

identity is being called into question, but 

there is no socially approved language 

with which to articulate this,

òThese are the things that have really got 

me worked up, feeling that Iõm a sort of 

slave and that he hasnõt grown as a per-

son. This is what really makes me furious, 

feeling that there is a part of him thatõs still 

like a little boy, so his mummy has to look 

after him, or his nanny, whoeveréó

(Female, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

òI think that (men) have had to adapt to 

these changeséby being more submis-

sive.ó

(Male, adult, urban, high SEG)

òAnd as for my little boy, Sebasti§n, heõs 

got me, heõs got me by the nose, because 

heõs brilliant, children are brillianté I donõt 

know, I love changing him, I love bath-

ing him, I love putting him down to sleep, I 

love making his food, I love it, you see?ó

(Male, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

Whatõs happening to women?

òTheyõre above themselves, women slap 

their husbands down, thatõs the fashion.ó

òWomen wear the trousers now.ó

òItõs womenõs liberation, they want equal-

ity, theyõre paying us back in our own 

coin.ó

òTheyõre totally shameless now, right 

through the whole of society.ó

(Males, adult, urban, low SEG)
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CHAPTER 4 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FEELINGS, AFFECTION AND   
CONVERSATION
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THE NEW SIGNIFICATIONS OF PRIVATE LIFE, SEXUALITY
AND THE COUPLE

òIõm conscientious about things at home, 

but there are essential things that have to 

do with us, we come þrst. Itõs hard for me 

to say, you know, we come þrst and my 

children come second, because thatõs 

something I still þnd it hard to come to 

terms with, having to be a woman þrst and 

a mother second, but Iõm completely clear 

about it, thatõs the way it is.ó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

òCarlos has got his life, he can do what 

he wants, I can do anything I want, but 

weõre together, really itõs like the two pillars 

holding up a house. If only they could be 

joined together, but we know that we canõt 

merge into one another because if we did 

the house would fall down.ó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

EMOTION AND SEXUALITY

òOne really obvious change is in couplesõ 

sexuality, which is freer now, you take it 

more freely and more the way you want 

and not the way you think it ought to be 

done.ó

(Female, young, urban, intermediate SEG)
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òThese days, if youõre not satisþed sexually, 

you can tell your partner, you can discuss 

it with your partneré, you can say, look, 

perhaps we should try something elseéó

(Male, older adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

 what is changing in many 

peopleõs eyes is nothing less than the im-

age of love.

AMBIVALENCE ABOUT THE CHANGES IN 
INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS

òI once got together with a boy and the 

þrst time we went out we slept together, 

then afterwards I said, no, this isnõt the way 

to do it, I need to know him þrst; and with 

the next one it wasnõt the same, right? And 
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I think thatõs good, I think itõs good be-

cause you learn and youõve got, like, more 

to talk about.ó

(Female, young, urban, intermediate SEG)

òThis lady said, why donõt you give your 

daughter contraceptives? My hair almost 

fell outé I saw it as something like, like 

sending her off to prostitute herself, be-

cause if I give her pills so she can sleep 

with this one, and it doesnõt work out, sheõs 

going to go off with someone else and 

then with someone else and whoé So then 

this is the way I see her having boyfriends, 

saying, right, itõs all over with us nowé 

Iõve been with you a while and then itõll be 

someone else and then someone elseéó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

òThatõs right, they decide, because they 

donõt know what theyõre doing, and at 

the end of the day if something happens, 

they do it, a child comes along and thatõs 

that. Who suffers then if thereõs a child?é 

I like them to be determined, but not soé 

Women who are more determined, with 

more initiative, look, I þnd them moreé 

theyõre childish, theyõre not mature 

enoughé Theyõre not fully mature, theyõre 

halfway there, because thereõs no advan-

tage for them in having sex with a man. 

Does a woman become more of a woman 

because of that?ó

(Male, young, urban, low SEG)

It is important as a 

relationship between individuals and for 

the way it empowers personal develop-

ment and learning.
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FRIENDSHIP

FRIENDSHIP IN CHILE
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Friendship, a democratic predisposition, 

civic involvement and openness to social 

relationships with different others are all in-

terrelated

you anything really, because I donõt know 

what there is to give, but you feel that there 

is affection there between you, something, 

even when weõre not talking, but thereõs 

something going on there, a feeling of 

warmth, thatõs really important for me.ó

(Female, adult, urban, high SEG)

EMOTIONAL AND CONVERSATIONAL STYLES

òFor me, friendship is having subjects in 

commoné; being able to talk, you can 

discuss things and sort of validate what you 

feel. Feeling that, I donõt know if it gives 
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òTheyõve got more cheek than us. Thatõs 

why they beat us. Theyõve got more per-

sonalityé I canõt stand Argentines. Why 

canõt I stand them? Because they say 

things I wonõt say, and weõre the òchileni-

tosó [diminutive of òChileanó used dismis-

sively]é I mean, we see ourselves as the 

òchilenitosó.

(Female, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

Language does more than 

reÿect personal and community identity; 

it also creates it. 

FEAR AND DOUBLE STANDARDS IN CON-
VERSATION

òBecause for me, having a conversation 

like this, for example like the one weõre 

having now, is hard: now, not everybody 

can get involved in a conversation like that 

where thereõs a bit more straight talking. 

òSomething that is very Chilean is the word left 

half-formed for the other person to þnish, so that 

when they do þnish it and you donõt like the sound 

of it you can say: I never said that. These half-words 

are a way of half-engaging, and this way of express-

ing oneself is part of our culture of fear.ó

Fidel Sep¼lveda, 2001.
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I think people talk about very, very trivial 

things, thatõs what they do, very superþcial 

things.ó

(Female, adult, urban, medium-low SEG)

Many 

people seem to go on the principle that a 

poor conversation, however unreal, erratic 

and superþcial it may be, is better than the 

conÿict that would result from an honest 

exchange of views about what they think 

and are. 

People 

seem to þnd it very difþcult to speak of their 

experiences from the positive side.

WEAK SELF-ESTEEM
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Retreating into oneself can turn social 

emotions into self-destructive emotions.

HOW CONVERSATION IS CHANGING

òThe other thing I feel when I think back 

to how things were before is that now 

you can talk about subjects that we used 

almost to pretend we didnõt know about, 

or if you did talk about them it was very 

much in private, and now on the television 

and on the radio and everywhere you hear 

them talking about sexual abuse, wife-

beating, violence, drugs, alcoholism, you 

name itéó

(Male, adult, urban, intermediate SEG)

But while intimate and private matters 

are now discussed publicly, shared public 

òMost of the conversations that take place are 

about achieving, success, gain, and not about 

joint, collaborative plans for the beneþt of all. 

When you are preoccupied with success you are 

not preoccupied with the welfare of the com-

munity you belong to. But it is the community you 

belong to that makes you possible.ó

Humberto Maturana, 2002.
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issues, such as politics, history and ideas 

about the future, are becoming taboo or 

the language used to talk about them is 

becoming impoverished.

MAKING ORDER AND FEELINGS A SUBJECT 
OF CONVERSATION

people need to talk about their fears.

Secondly, there also seems to be a 

need to open up conversational chan-

nels for the expression of emotions, both 

personal and social. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHANGES IN RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES AND AFFILIATIONS
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CHILE, A COUNTRY OF PROFESSED BELIEVERS

THE CHANGING MAP OF CHURCH AFFILIATIONS

There has been a slow but persistent 

decline in affiliation with the Catholic 

Church. In relative terms, membership of 

evangelical churches, particularly those of 

Pentecostal origin, has grown spectacularly 

since the 1960s.
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CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
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religious differentiation, rather 

than creating and sustaining pluralism, 

could act as a vehicle for and manifes-

tation of social fragmentation

THE SUBJECTIVIZATION AND DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
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 religious ex-

perience is changing under the pressure of 

general cultural change in the country and 

that, by and large, the direction of change 

is the same here as in other areas of life: 

towards the private construction of mean-

ing. 

RELIGIOUS SUBJECTIVIZATION AND CRITI-
CISM OF CHURCHES

 The 

qualitative studies conducted for this Re-
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port show that people have begun to look 

at them critically. 

òI think God is something that you feel in-

side, that you carry with you. The problem 

is that there are people who have taken 

advantage of this feeling to get money out 

of us.ó

(Female, young, urban, intermediate SEG)

òReligions are the same as political parties, 

they need members.ó

(Male, adult, urban, low SEG)

Religion. Whatõs happening to religion?

òThe Catholic Church has always been 

very powerful in Chile, people got a bit 

tired of always being told what to do.ó

òI think what people are questioning is 

what drives the Catholic Church, itõs not 

that people have lost their faith. I mean 

you can see, even though people go to 

church less, and get married in church less, 

but you just need to see the procession for 

Sor Teresa de los Andes: itõs thronged.ó

òI think the Church is very out of touch; itõs 

an anachronism, it hasnõt kept up with the 

times. Theyõre more and more cut off.ó

òThe Church has been changing actually, 

it has been loosening up a bit, but all the 

same, the Church wants to stop there be-

ing all these abortions, but it wonõt let peo-

ple use condoms, when people are having 

sexual relationships before marriage now. 

Thatõs where the Church is going wrong, I 

think. Thatõs where itõs losing people.ó

(Male and female, young, urban, high SEG)
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Asocial forms 

of individualization may be reinforced by 

a move towards private forms of religion 

and make it still harder to construct col-

lective imaginaries.
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CHAPTER 6 

DIFFERENT WAYS OF LIFE IN CHILE
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THE METHODOLOGY FOR RESEARCHING 
WAYS OF LIFE
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MAP OF CHILEAN WAYS OF LIFE

Insecure aspirant (16%)

Struggling family man/woman (22%)
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Contented family man/woman (22%)

Stylized individual (10%)
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Conformist provider (20%)

Disenchanted outsider (10%)
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 the 

diversity that now exists consists in ways 

of life between which little communication 

is possible and which, taken as a whole, 

do not contribute to greater social integra-

tion.

THE CHALLENGE POSED BY WAYS OF LIFE
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CHAPTER 7 

Toler-
ance does not mean a passive attitude 
towards the other, but active concern for 
the freedom of society as a whole.

A PLURAL òWEó REQUIRES TOLERANCE AND ACCEP-
TANCE OF THE OTHER
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TOLERANCE AND NON-DISCRIMINATION IN CHILE
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SOCIOCULTURAL FEATURES OF TOLERANCE AND 
NON-DISCRIMINATION

AMBIVALENCES AND CHALLENGES

Chileans are more tol-

erant in their general perception of others, 

but they are still highly intolerant when it 

comes to speciþc situations that could af-

fect them personally.
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A seeming tolerance can mask a high 

degree of social indifference.
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PA
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A DISSOCIATED DIVERSITY



People tend to be guided 

by whichever image of the world makes 

most sense to them in their daily lives; by 

an imaginary in which they can recognize 

their own fears and longings.

changes 

in peopleõs individual lives tend to be 

associated with changes in collective 

imaginaries.
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GAINERS AND LOSERS

but 

peopleõs economic position is not an òob-

jectiveó fact that exists independently of 

their subjective experience as individuals.

half of those interviewed 

by UNDP saw themselves as òlosersó. By 

contrast, just 38% said they were ògainersó.

CHAPTER 1 

PERCEPTIONS OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM
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three people out of every four have rather 

negative feelings about the current eco-

nomic system. 

ADAPTATION STRATEGIES

Their conduct is 

deþned as òamoraló because all they care 

about is meeting their needs, without con-

sideration for others.
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SOCIAL NATURALIZATION AND THE YEARNING FOR ECO-
NOMIC CHANGE
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half of all the 

Chileans interviewed stated that òsocial in-

equalities have always existed, and they 

always willó. 
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IMAGES OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

THE SELF-SACRIFICING GAINER

THE CONFIDENT GAINER
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 individuals from the 

lower stratum who are future-oriented do 

not display a high level of powerlessness 

and amoralism. 

THE CRITICAL LOSER

THE OPPORTUNISTIC LOSER
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THE NON-CONFORMIST LOSER
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PATTERNS OF SOCIABILITY

CHAPTER 2 
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TYPES OF SOCIABILITY

OUTGOING PRIVATIST

ASOCIAL PRIVATIST

INTEGRATED EXTROVERT
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INTEGRATED INTROVERT

there are two 

types of social introversion. 
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 Thus, it cannot be 

laid down as a rule that peopleõs economic 

self-perception plays a determining role in 

their sociability.
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POLITICAL IMAGINARIES

CHAPTER 3
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SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRACY

the more 

isolated and withdrawn people are, the 

more they mistrust others and the more 

likely they are to be emotionally uncom-

mitted to democracy.
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to a favourable image of democracy.

Procedural image

Consensual image

Elitist image

greater 

individualization does not lead by itself 

IMAGES OF DEMOCRACY
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Instrumental image

SIX ATTITUDES TO POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
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THE POLITICAL IMAGINARIES OF CHILEANS

THE DEMOCRATIC CITIZEN

The 

more integrated into the life of society an 

individual is, the more likely he or she is 

to hold a democratic imaginary. 
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Seven out of every ten 

democratic citizens set themselves goals 

for the future, and it is the country and 

the world as a whole that they consider 

important to them. They thus possess far 

broader cognitive maps than members of 

the other groups.

higher degree of individualization.
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THE MISTRUSTFUL CITIZEN

 among those who have no politi-

cal identiþcation (70%), the òinstrumentaló 

and òdetachedó categories of citizen pre-

dominate.

The imaginary of the mis-

trustful citizen tends to be most widespread 

among Chileans whose socio-economic 

level is high but who at the same time feel 

they are losers.

THE INSTRUMENTAL CITIZEN
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òin-

strumental citizensó, even though they are 

generally from a lower stratum than the 

other groups, see themselves as gainers.

THE DETACHED CITIZEN
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BRIEF OVERVIEW

òA renewed appreciation of politics, a renewed 

legitimacy, is indispensable if the country is to be 

more than a gloriþed agglomeration of individuals 

and entrenched interest groups wielding power, 

with no past that they can recognize themselves in 

and thus with no future as a community in a global-

ized world.ó

Manuel Antonio Garret·n, 2002.
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There can perfectly well be a multiplicity 

of òWeõsó, often contrary to one another, 

provided there are channels of communi-

cation and translation among the different 

groupings.

 the experience of almost three in ten 

respondents has left them with an image 

of society that excludes them.
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Chilean 

identity, sociability, the economic system 

and politics.

IMAGES OF THE COUNTRY: A FRAGMENTED DIVERSITY

CHAPTER 4
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IMAGES OF THE COUNTRY

The survey reveals an initial distinction 

between individuals who have a social 

representation of the country and those 

who do not. 
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The second axis marks out the divide be-

tween those who value their experience of 

society and see themselves as ògainersó 

and those who tend to deþne themselves 

as òlosersó. 
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The gaps between the 

different versions suggest that it is not easy 

to connect up the different groups in such 

a way as to create a strong image of òWe, 

the Chileansó.

An image of Chile 

that is capable of reconciling the diversity 

of collective imaginaries in the country will 

have to be built up on many levels and in 

many aspects of life.
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CONCLUSIONS

PA
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NATION-BUILDING, A CULTURAL ENTERPRISE

A DIVERSE, AMBIVALENT AND FRAGMENTED 
NATION

CHILE NEEDS A COLLECTIVE IMAGINARY
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DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO SPEAK OF CULTURE 
IN AN AGE OF GLOBALIZATION?
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CULTURE AFTER THE EVENTS OF 11 SEPTEM-
BER 2001
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SOME KEY ISSUES
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE TASK OF NATION-BUILDING

A GLOBAL AND LOCAL òWEó

STRENGTHENING AN IMAGE OF THE òWEó

òThe thinking spurred by the Centenary undoubt-

edly laid the groundwork for the public policies 

which, in the decades that followed, helped to 

forge a more modern, fairer and more democratic 

Chile. (é)

òOn 21 May, I issued an invitation to every man 

and woman in Chile: to work towards the great 

common goal of seeing in the Bicentenary as a 

developed nation.ó

Ricardo Lagos, October 2000.
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A POLITICS OF TIME

A POLITICS OF SPACE

PEOPLE NEED TO EXPERIENCE SOCIETY AS 
A COLLECTIVE ACTOR
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THE EXPERIENCE OF A SOCIETY THAT SETS 
BOUNDS TO THE òSYSTEMó

SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AS A TRAINING 
GROUND FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION

SOCIAL LIFE MEANS SOCIAL PROTECTION
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CREATING SOCIETY BY STRENGTHENING THE 
SOCIAL BOND

THE SOCIAL BOND BEGINS IN PRIVATE LIFE

A CULTURE OF TRUST GENERATES SECURITY
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR DEMOCRATIC 
POLITICS
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ANNEXE
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OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW BY ASPECTS

Health aspect

Education aspect
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Incomes aspect
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APPENDICES

Exploratory study of conversation about Chilean identity, using discussion groups
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Study on perceptions of Chile in different aspects of life, using focus groups and photographic collage
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In-depth interviews dealing with the psychosocial dynamics of individualization

SUBJECTS INVESTIGATED

Characterization of everyday circum-

stances

Structure and content of identity and life 

planning

Perception of changes

DATA GATHERING

SAMPLING

Stage in life cycle
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Occupation

Å Santiago:

Å Regions:

Å Men: 

Å Women: 

DATA ANALYSIS
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INTERVIEW SCRIPT

1. Description of everyday life

2. Changes in everyday life
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3. Identity
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4. Life plans

The strain between identity for oneself/

identity for the other

The construction of life histories

Identity planning/realization
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The construction of life histories, or life 

itself

LIFE HISTORIES
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Technical notes on the UNDP 2001 public opinion survey

Characteristics of the sample design:
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UNDP 2001 SURVEY. Univariate statistics
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UNDP 2001 Survey Index
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GLOSSARY

Domains

Map of the Cultural Field in Chile
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Components

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE CUL-
TURAL DYNAMISM INDEX AND CULTURAL 

RESOURCES INDEX
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The economics of culture
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1990                                                     No info        Tarapac§     Antofagasta    Atacama      Coquimbo     Valpara²so     OôHiggins

     Maule            B²o B²o       Araucan²a      Los Lagos      Ays®n        Magallanes    Metropolitan         Country
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 1995                                                        S/I            Tarapac§     Antofagasta    Atacama      Coquimbo     Valpara²so     OôHiggins

     Maule            B²o B²o       Araucan²a      Los Lagos      Ays®n        Magallanes    Metropolitan         Country

 2000                                                        S/I            Tarapac§     Antofagasta    Atacama      Coquimbo     Valpara²so     OôHiggins

     Maule            B²o B²o       Araucan²a      Los Lagos      Ays®n        Magallanes    Metropolitan         Country
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HISTORICAL HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDEX 
(HDI) FOR CHILE 1960-2000

HISTORICAL GENDER-RELATED HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT INDEX (GDI) FOR CHILE, 
1960-2000

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDICES: METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX
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SPECIAL HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDEX FOR 
CHILE, BY REGION, 1990-2000
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REGIONAL GENDER DEVELOPMENT INDEX 
(GDI) 2000
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GENDER EMPOWERMENT INDEX
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Statistical HDI
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